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Location of Public 

Facilities and Services 

(School)



This Population Point data allows us to compute the average level of service for any/all public facilities and 

services.  These calculations did not include citizen’s that are presently living inside town city limits, only 

citizens living under county jurisdictions.  Since all of these population points have potentially a different 

number of citizens that live on each block, the ‘distance to’ figures for each facility/service are normalized by 

the number of people to create a county ‘average level of service’.  

The Population Points are the most accurate data the US bureau of census has for where people live.

This information is block level 

data more accurate that block 

group polygon information.  It 

includes Population 

(pop2000), housing units and 

households.  With 

CommunityViz we attribute 

each point with distance to 

public facilities/service (for 

example schools, and access 

to highways, etc.)

The County Norms are 

created by computing the 

average for each type.  The 

slider bar here depicts what 

that average is – and allow 

you to test the implication of 

changing this norms, if 

‘existing’ is deemed to be 

inadequate.  
The average distance to schools for county residents is 15,199 feet.  It is typical 

that citizens don’t want future growth to diminish those norms – thus new 

schools should be provided for parts of the county that are ‘below the LOS’.



This grid is the ‘chip game grid’ (20 acres) and it 

too knows how close they are schools, roads, 

police, etc.  The legend is in feet from school.  If 

the LOS for School proximity is 15,199’ then we 

can also predict what lands and how many 

citizens are above or below the County School 

LOS Norm.

The ‘green’ areas above are lands within 15199’ 

of schools, thus development that occurs in the 

‘green’ would not diminish the ‘school LOS norm’ 

in Northampton county. While development in 

the ‘red’ that didn’t include a school would 

increase the average distance to schools, thus 

diminish existing service thresholds. 

15,199’



Since provision of public services is one of the major 

roles of local government, it is critical to know what the 

existing service thresholds are.  If it is desirable future 

development to ‘pay its own way’, and not diminish 

existing levels of service, these thresholds can be used 

to monitor the impacts of proposed development on 

public facilities and services.  

The chart on the left 

depicts the citizens 

that are above 

county wide LOS for 

various facilities and 

services.  This chart 

reveals that 5,377 of 

the county’s 10,006 

residents are ‘well 

serviced’ today by 

schools.  Is that 

adequate – if so, 

should that standard 

be maintained?  



The chart on the left depicts the Level of 

Service proximity for many of the key 

pubic facility and services (for county 

residents only).  While the cart below 

summarizes the number of existing 

county citizens that are well serviced for 

each element.



This Accumulative LOS ranking 

depicts the most efficient places for 

supporting future growth.  The 

areas that are above the County 

LOS norm are assigned a ‘1’, while 

below is assigned a ‘0’.  Areas that 

have ‘7’ are above the LOS norm 

for all elements tested.  The 

placement of chips during the 

charrette were analyzed for ‘growth 

efficiency’ against this map.

Add these columns together to create LOS_Cummulative


